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Abstract
In this paper we examine an important property of correct system design that is
called non-Zenoness or time progress. We present a method that allows to check
non-Zenoness on a restricted subclass of real-time processes. The processes that
we examine are constructed by nondeterministic sum and parallel composition with
synchronization. The method is based on the construction of a nite representation
of the potentially innite state space of a process, that preserves time progress.
1 Introduction
There has been a number of proposed formalisms to describe real-time sys-
tems, in which system designs could be formally specied, analyzed and tested
before implementation. The existing formalisms include real-time process al-
gebras, namely the Algebra of Communicating Shared Resources (ACSR) [4],
[6], Timed Automata [1], and Timed Systems (TS) [3], among others. The
process algebraic and timed systems frameworks slightly dier in their use of
time. In ACSR, there is a distinction between two types of actions: timed
actions and instantaneous events. Timed actions represent resource consump-
tion of a xed time duration, whereas instantaneous events are used mainly
for process synchronization. In Timed Systems, (and similarly in Timed Au-
tomata), events represent state change and have no duration, however it is
possible to let time pass in any state of the system, while certain temporal
conditions are satised.
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Strbrna and Lee
There are many properties that are required from a correctly designed
process. The deadlock and livelock-freedom properties are among the most
important. A feature that pertains specically to timed systems, is called non-
Zenoness or time progress. Informally speaking, this characteristic ensures
that a system cannot perform an innite number of transitions within a nite
amount of time. Since this feature is usually dened as a quality of all innite
runs of a system, it is in general undecidable. This property has been studied
for Timed Systems in [3], where the authors proposed a notion of structural
non-Zenoness as a condition on a nite graph underlying a TS. The presence
of this condition implies that in every innite execution of the TS, time will
always progress.
For real-time process algebras, we need to distinguish between discrete and
dense time domain. When we consider discrete time domain where all timed
actions take exactly one time unit to execute, time progress can be expressed
as the quality that every innite execution sequence contains innitely many
timed actions. Testing this property on any ACSR process may still involve
searching innite runs of a process. It would be therefore helpful to be able to
dene a similar condition as structural non-Zenoness in the context of process
algebras. Since process algebras are in general more expressive than TS (TS
are nite-state systems, whereas even rather simple ACSR process may be
innite-state), we will limit our attention to a core class of (possibly innite-
state) processes for which we will be able to construct a nite representation
that will preserve the non-Zeno property.
The class of processes studied in this paper is basically determined by the
operators of action and event prex, nondeterministic choice and parallel com-
position where we allow event synchronization. For any process constructed
out of these operators we will show how to dene a nite labeled graph whose
edges correspond in a precise way to the labeled transitions of the process.
Additionally, any cycle in this nite graph that will only consist of edges la-
beled by events will be related to a Zeno execution run of the initial process.
Although we have not been able to prove it yet, we also believe that the other
direction might work, i.e. any Zeno run of a process will manifest itself as a
aforementioned cycle. Later on in this paper we will add the restriction op-
erator and modify the construction so that an analogous condition holds for
this enriched class.
2 Background
The class of processes we will examine in this paper is a fragment of ACSR, a
timed process algebra that includes features for representing synchronization,
time, resource requirements, and priorities. The time domain of ACSR can
be either discrete [4] or dense [6], however in this paper we will concentrate
exclusively on discrete time. The actions of processes in this algebra are of
two kinds: timed actions and instantaneous events. A timed action takes one
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time unit to execute and is represented as a list of resources and associated
xed priorities, e.g. f(data; 2); (cpu; 1)g. A distinguished action ; stands for
one time unit of idling. An instantaneous event takes no time to execute
and is represented as a pair of a label and a xed priority, e.g. (chan; 3). A
distinguished event label  is used to denote the synchronization of events.
For the purpose of simplicity, we will not consider the internal structure
of timed actions or events. We assume that capital letters A;B; : : : range
over timed actions, and letters e; f; : : : range over instantaneous events. For
every event e, there is a complementary event e, such that

e = e. The special
synchronization event  arises when two complementary events are executed
in parallel. The Greek letter  will be used to denote either a timed action or
an event.
We will consider processes dened by the following syntax:
P ::= NIL j X j A : P j e:P j P + P j PkP j recX:P
NIL is a process that executes no action. There are two Prex operators,
A : P and e:P , corresponding to the two types of actions. The operator P +Q
represents nondeterministic Choice. PkQ is the Parallel composition of P and
Q, that can synchronize or interleave on events, whereas for timed actions, we
only consider interleaving. The Recursion operator recX:P allows to specify
innite behavior.
The operational semantics of the process terms is represented by labeled
transition systems (LTS). These are determined by structured operational
semantics rules presented in Figure 1. We use P [recX: P=X] as the standard
notation for substitution of recX: P for all free occurrences of X in P .
(ActT)
 
A : P
A
 ! P
(ActI)
 
e:P
e
 ! P
(SumL)
P

 ! P
0
P +Q

 ! P
0
(SumR)
Q

 ! Q
0
P +Q

 ! Q
0
(ParL)
P

 ! P
0
PkQ

 ! P
0
kQ
(ParR)
Q

 ! Q
0
PkQ

 ! PkQ
0
(ParS)
P
e
 ! P
0
; Q
e
 ! Q
0
PkQ

 ! P
0
kQ
0
(Rec)
P [recX: P=X]

 ! P
0
recX: P

 ! P
0
Fig. 1. SOS rules
We assume commutativity and associativity of the parallel composition op-
erator (the notion of equivalence on labeled transition systems being strong
bisimulation). Also, the NIL process serves as a zero with respect to sum-
mation and pparallel composition. The n-th power of a process P , denoted
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P
n
, stands as an abbreviation for the term Pk : : : kP
| {z }
n
. In this work we allow
for interleaving of timed actions in the context of parallel composition. The
reason for that will be explained in Section 4, where the main construction of
the paper is presented.
The full discrete version of ACSR (see [6]) contains these additional op-
erators: Scope P
e
t
(Q;R; S), Restriction PnF , and Close [P ]
I
. In the Scope
operator, process P executes for a maximum of t time units. If P successfully
terminates within t units by executing an event labeled with e then control
proceeds to Q. If P fails to do so then control proceeds to R. Lastly, at any
time while P is executing, it may be interrupted by S.
The Restriction operator PnF limits the behavior of P in the sense that no
events with labels in F are permitted to execute. Finally, the Close operator
[P ]
I
produces a process that monopolizes the resources in I.
3 Non-Zenoness on Restricted ACSR
The notion of non-Zenoness appears among other desirable properties in the
validation of process design correctness. Intuitively, the purpose of instan-
taneous events is process synchronization, whereas the actual performance is
represented by timed actions. Therefore we do not want a process to engage
in an innite sequence of synchronizations where only nitely many timed
actions would be carried out. This motivates the following denition.
Denition 3.1 An innite execution sequence (trace) of actions is called
Zeno if it contains only nitely many timed actions. An ACSR process is
non-Zeno if its LTS does not include any innite Zeno trace.
As we mentioned before, searching a potentially innite LTS for a Zeno trace
may result in a non-terminating algorithm. However, if we closely examine all
processes that may appear in an innite run, we will see that they are built
out of only a nite number of basic process terms by the operator of parallel
composition (for the processes described by our xed syntax). As an example,
consider the process P
df
= recX: :X
2
. There is only one innite run of this
process, described below:
recX: :X
2

 ! [recX: :X
2
]
2

 ! : : : [recX: :X
2
]
i

 ! : : :
The reachable states of this process are all powers of one term, and that
is the process itself. It is (usually) only one component (or two, in case of
synchronization) in a parallel composition of more terms that can perform a
transition, and so if we construct all these basic processes and the transitions
that they can carry out, we have all the information necessary to detect what
types of actions are taken in any execution sequence of the original process.
For this purpose, we will introduce the notion of a prime w.r.t. parallel
composition, called here only prime for brevity. A prime of a process P is any
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process reachable from P that cannot be expressed as parallel composition of
two or more processes.
Denition 3.2 The set of primes Pr of a process is dened recursively, fol-
lowing the syntactical structure of the process:
(i) Pr(NIL) = fNILg
(ii) Pr(X) = fXg
(iii) Pr(A : P ) = fA : Pg [ Pr(P )
(iv) Pr(e:P ) = fe:Pg [ Pr(P )
(v) Pr(P +Q) = fP +Qg [ Pr(P ) [ Pr(Q)
(vi) Pr(PkQ) = Pr(P ) [ Pr(Q)
(vii) Pr(recX:P ) = frecX:Pg [ fQ[recX:P=X] j Q 2 Pr(P )g
A prime decomposition of a process P is then an expression P = P
1
k : : : kP
k
,
where none of P
i
acan be further decomposed by the operator of parallel
composition.
The purpose of the set of primes is to describe all reachable processes in a com-
pact way. It will be used to reduce a potentially innite semantic description
by means of labeled transition system into a nite graph, that will preserve
the properties that we are interested in. The signicance of this notion is
stated in the lemma that follows.
Lemma 3.3 Every reachable state Q of a process P can be expressed as par-
allel composition of primes from Pr(P ).
We will prove Lemma 3.3 indirectly, by combining the following propositions.
Proposition 3.4 Every process P can be expressed as parallel composition of
primes from Pr(P ), i.e. P = P
1
kP
2
k : : : kP
k
, where P
1
; : : : ; P
k
2 Pr(P ).
Proposition 3.5 For a process P , a prime P
i
2 Pr(P ), and a process R
reachable from P
i
in one transition step, R can be expressed as parallel com-
position of primes of P .
The correctness of Proposition 3.4 can be easily veried directly from the
denition of primes. Throughout the paper, we will refer to this form as
maximal decomposition of P . The proof of Proposition 3.5 follows here:
Proof. We will prove the claim by induction on the structure of P .
(i) Case NIL - obvious.
(ii) Case X - obvious.
(iii) Case A : P
The primes of A : P are A : P and the primes of P , and we assume
as induction hypothesis that the statement holds for Pr(P ). The only
5
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reachable state of A : P is P , which can clearly be expressed in the
required form.
(iv) Case e:P - proved analogously to Case (iii).
(v) Case P +Q
The primes of P +Q are P +Q itself, together with Pr(P ) and Pr(Q).
Induction hypothesis covers primes from Pr(P ) and Pr(Q), and so only
the case of P + Q remains to be checked. All processes reachable from
P+Q are derivatives of either P , or Q, to which the induction hypothesis
applies.
(vi) Case PkQ
The primes of PkQ are the union of Pr(P ) and Pr(Q), and so the
verity of the statement can be concluded from induction hypothesis for
the two sets.
(vii) Case recX: Q
If P = rec X:Q then we will assume that for every Q
i
2 Pr(Q), for
every Q
i

 ! R, R can be expressed as composition of primes of Q.
What we need to verify is that for every prime P
i
of P and every process
R reachable from P
i
in one step, R can be expressed as composition of
primes of P .
By denition, Pr(P ) = frec X:Qg[fQ
i
[P=X] jQ
i
2 Pr(Q)g Therefore
we will consider two cases:
(a) P
i
= rec X:Q
(b) P
i
= Q
i
[P=X], for some Q
i
2 Pr(Q)
Regarding (a), we need to use the semantic rule for recursively dened
processes, which says that
rec X:Q

 ! R () Q[rec X:Q=X]

 ! R:
From that, we can deduce that
Q[rec X:Q=X]

 ! R () 9R
0
: Q

 ! R
0
^ R = R
0
[rec X:Q=X]:
The induction hypothesis holds that R
0
= Q
1
k : : : kQ
k
, where these Q
i
are primes of Q, and so R = (Q
1
k : : : kQ
k
)[rec X:Q=X]. Clearly, this
expression is equivalent to Q
1
[rec X:Q=X]k : : : kQ
k
[rec X:Q=X], which
then is the desired composition of primes from Pr(P ).
To validate the latter, we assume that we have P
i

 ! R, and P
i
=
Q
i
[rec X:Q=X], for some Q
i
2 Pr(Q). For a particular prime Q
i
, we
again have that,
Q
i
[rec X:Q=X]

 ! R () 9R
0
: Q
i

 ! R
0
^ R = R
0
[rec X:Q=X];
whereR
0
= Q
1
k : : :kQ
k
. As above, R can be expressed asQ
1
[rec X:Q=X]k
: : : kQ
k
[rec X:Q=X], which is the form we sought.
2
Now we can combine Propositions 3.4 and 3.5 to justify Lemma 3.3. For a
xed process P , P itself can be expressed as parallel composition of its primes.
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Every other process R reachable from P is derived after m transition steps, for
some m. If m = 1 then Proposition 3.5 guarantees that R is of the required
shape. Every R derived in m+1 steps will be an immediate successor of some
Q derived in m steps, which can be written as P
1
k : : : kP
k
, P
i
2 Pr(P ), and
R will be obtained by taking one (or two, in case of synchronization) prime
P
j
and replacing it by one-step expansion, i.e. R = P
1
k : : : kP
0
k : : : kP
k
, where
P
j

 ! P
0
. By Proposition 3.5, P
0
is itself a composition of primes, and so the
resulting derivative R will be parallel composition of primes from Pr(P ).
Example 3.6 An example of primes construction is demonstrated on a simple
process Ex
df
= recX: e:(XkX) that will be used throughout the paper.
(i) Pr(recX: e:(XkX)) = frecX: e:(XkX)g [ fQ[recX: e:(XkX)=X] j Q 2
Pr(e:(XkX))g, following rule (vii);
(ii) Pr(e:(XkX)) = fe:(XkX)g [ Pr((XkX)), by rule (iv);
(iii) Pr(XkX) = Pr(X) [ Pr(X), by rule (v);
(iv) Pr(X) = fXg, by rule (ii).
By applying the recursive denition we obtain
(iv) Pr(X) = fXg;
(iii) Pr(XkX) = fXg;
(ii) Pr(e:(XkX)) = fe:(XkX); Xg;
(i) Pr(recX: e:(XkX)) = frecX: e:(XkX); e:[recX: e:(XkX)]
2
g.
4 Testing for Zeno Property Algorithmically
An algorithm that will detect a Zeno behavior of a given process consists
of two parts. Firstly, we will construct a nite graph that will capture the
transitions between individual primes of a process, and then we will search
the graph for Zeno cycles. The graph construction emulates the recursive
denition of process primes.
4.1 Graph Construction
For an initial process P , the graph G
P
(set of vertices and set of directed
edges) is created recursively, by decomposing the process into primes. The
construction is presented in the procedure below.
(i) Case NIL
The set of vertices is V
G
= fNILg, and there are no edges in the graph
induced by this vertex, i.e. E
G
= ;.
(ii) Case X
The set of vertices is V
G
= fXg, and there are no edges in the graph
induced by this vertex, i.e. E
G
= ;.
7
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(iii) Case A : P
Assuming that we already have the complete graph G
P
for P , we will
add to it the vertex A : P with edges (A : P;A; P
i
), where P
1
k : : : kP
k
is
the prime decomposition of P .
(iv) Case e:P
Analogously to (iii), we will add to the graph dened by P the vertex
e:P alongside edges (e:P; e; P
i
), where P
1
k : : : kP
k
is the prime decompo-
sition of P .
(v) Case P +Q
Assuming that G
P
, resp. G
Q
, are the graphs determined by P , resp.
Q, the graph G
P+Q
for P + Q is created as the union of G
P
and G
Q
,
where a new vertex P +Q is added. A new edge (P +Q;; P
j
) is added
to G
P+Q
, if there exists an edge (P
i
; ; P
j
) in G
P
, resp. G
Q
, such that P
i
appears in the prime decomposition of P , resp. Q. All such primes and
their outgoing edges are subsequently deleted, unless they can be reached
from another vertex in G.
(vi) Case PkQ
The graph G
PkQ
for the process PkQ is taken to be the union of G
P
and G
Q
, the respective graphs for P and Q. No new vertices or edges are
added.
(vii) Case recX:P
We assume that G
P
is the graph for P . If X appears as a vertex in
G
P
we carry out the two-step construction, otherwise G
recX:P
= G
P
.
(a) we construct G
1
by adding an edge (X;; P
j
) whenever there was an
edge (P
i
; ; P
j
) in G
P
, for any P
i
from prime decomposition of P ;
all such primes together with outgoing edges are deleted, under the
condition that there are no edges entering these vertices;
(b) we construct the nal graph G
recX:P
by substituting recX:P for all
free occurrences of X in the vertices of G
1
.
Denition 4.1 A (directed) cycle in a graph G is called Zeno if all edges
alongside the cycle are labeled by events.
We will illustrate this algorithm on process Ex. The corresponding LTS and
the constructed nite graph are shown in Figure 2. We can see that process
Ex produces an innite LTS, with a Zeno trace (
e
 !)
!
. That trace is captured
by the
e
 ! Zeno loop in the nite graph. The construction follows steps (iv)
to (i) from Example 3.6, that describe recursive decomposition of the process:
(iv) Subprocess X
V
X
= fXg, E
X
= ;.
(iii) Subprocess XkX
V
XkX
= fXg, E
XkX
= ;.
(ii) Subprocess e:(XkX)
8
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V
e:(XkX)
= fe:(XkX); Xg, E
e:(XkX)
= f(e:(XkX); e; X)g.
(i) The original process Ex = recX: e:(XkX)
(a) we add the edge (X; e;X) to E, and remove the vertex e:(XkX) together
with (e:(XkX); e; X);
(b) nally, substitution yields the sets V
recX: e:(XkX)
= frecX: e:(XkX)g, and
E
recX: e:(XkX)
= f(recX: e:(XkX); e; recX: e:(XkX))g. In this way, we
obtain a one-vertex graph with a Zeno loop, as pictured in Figure 2.
recX: e:(XkX)
e

recX: e:(XkX)
e

[recX: e:(XkX)]
2
e

[recX: e:(XkX)]
3

Fig. 2. Labeled transition system and nite graph of process Ex
Note that the set of primes may contain an expression not reachable from
the original process. In this case, e:[recX: e:(XkX)]
2
cannot be reached from
recX: e:(XkX), and so it is eliminated from the graph.
4.2 Algorithm Correctness
We will now state and prove a lemma crucial for the correctness of the graph
construction.
Lemma 4.2 For a process P , P
0
in its prime decomposition, and P
i
, P
j
in
Pr(P ), the graph G
P
contains a path (P
0
; w; P
i
) and edge (P
i
; ; P
j
) if and
only if P
w
 ! P
i
kQ, and P
i

 !
P
P
j
kR, for (possibly empty) processes Q and
R.
Proof. We will prove the lemma by structural induction, with the base cases
being NIL, and X. We will present arguments how the claim can be veried
for A : P , e:P , P + Q, PkQ, and recX:P , from the induction hypothesis
assumption that the statement holds for P , resp. P and Q.
(i) Case NIL
The graph consists of the vertex NIL and no edges which reects the
fact that NIL has no derivatives.
(ii) Case X
Same as Case (i).
(iii) Case A : P
9
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Every new path starts from A : P , with (A : P;A; P
0
) followed by
(P
0
; w; P
i
) and edge (P
i
; ; P
j
), where P
0
appears in the prime decompo-
sition of P , P = P
0
kR. Induction hypothesis yields that P
0
w
 ! P
i
kQ,
and P
i

 !
P
P
j
, and so clearly A : P
A
 ! P
0
kR
w
 ! P
i
kQkR, and
P
i

 !
A:P
P
j
. On the other hand, every derivation starting from A : P
begins with A : P
A
 ! P = P
1
k : : : kP
k
which is reected by edges
(A : P;A; P
0
) for 1  i  k. Any consequent move resulting in some
derivation sequence P
w
 ! P
i
kQ is initiated from some P
0
, which deter-
mines a path (A : P;A; P
0
)(P
0
; w; P
i
) in the graph. A similar argument
would be used for an edge (P
i
; ; P
j
).
(iv) Case e:P is proved as Case (iii).
(v) Case P +Q
Every new path in G
P+Q
is (P + Q;w; P
i
) such that there exists P
0
in the prime decomposition of P , resp. Q, and path (P
0
; w; P
i
) in G
P
,
resp. G
Q
. The two situations are symmetric, and so we will only examine
the former. Then by induction hypothesis there is a derivation P
w
 ! P
i
which by the summation rule induces the sequence P + Q
w
 ! P
i
. The
other direction follows from the operational rule for summation. A similar
argument would be used for an edge (P
i
; ; P
j
).
(vi) Case PkQ
The paths in the graph G
PkR
come from either G
P
or G
Q
which reects
the fact that every derivation of PkQ is interleaving of derivations of P
and those of Q.
(vii) Case recX:P
Let there be a path (recX:P; w; P
i
) and edge (P
i
; ; P
j
) in G
recX:P
. To
begin with, we will assume that w does not visit the vertex recX:P , with
the possible exception on the nal node P
i
. Then we can relate the path
and edge to a path (P
0
; w; P
0
i
) and edge (P
0
i
; ; P
0
j
) in G
P
, with P
0
in the
prime decomposition of P , and P
i
= P
0
i
[recX:P=X], P
j
= P
0
j
[recX:P=X].
By induction hypothesis, P
w
 ! P
0
i
kQ
0
and P
0
i

 !
P
P
0
j
kR
0
. We can sub-
stitute recX:P for X and use the semantic rule for recursion to conclude
that, recX:P
w
 ! P
i
kQ and P
i

 !
recX:P
P
j
kR, with Q = Q
0
[recX:P=X]
and R = R
0
[recX:P=X]. In case of P
i
= recX:P , the edge (P
i
; ; P
j
) cor-
responds to some edge (P
0
; ; P
0
j
) in G
P
, which must have been generated
by some transition P

 !
P
P
0
j
kR
0
, and similarly to the argument above,
we would conclude that recX:P

 !
recX:P
P
j
kR.
A general path w can be decomposed into segments that begin, and
with the exception of the last one, end with recX:P . So, we have
(recX:P; w
1
; recX:P ), . . . , (recX:P; w
k
; P
i
), (P
i
; ; P
j
). These can be
combined into derivations recX:P
w
1
 ! recX:PkQ
1
, . . . , recX:P
w
 !
P
i
kQ
k
, P
i

 !
recX:P
P
j
kR by the previous argument, and composed to
form recX:P
w
 ! P
i
kQ
1
k : : : kQ
k
. The other direction is veried analo-
10
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gously.
2
We have proved a result that can be expressed as the following theorem:
Theorem 4.3 For a process P , there is a Zeno cycle in G
P
reachable from
some prime in the prime decomposition of P if and only if P is Zeno.
Proof. We assume that there is a reachable Zeno cycle in G
P
, i.e. there
exists P
0
in the prime decomposition of P , path (P
0
; w; P
1
), and a Zeno cy-
cle (P
1
; e
1
; P
2
), (P
2
; e
2
; P
3
), . . . , (P
k
; e
k
; P
1
). By Lemma 4.2, there is a trace
w(e
1
: : : e
k
)
1
corresponding to the derivation
P
w
 ! P
1
kQ
e
1
 ! P
2
kR
1
kQ
e
2
 ! P
3
kR
2
kR
1
kQ : : :
e
k
 ! P
1
kR
k
: : : R
1
kQ : : :
which may only contain timed actions within the initial nite prex w.
As for the other direction, consider an innite trace t that contains a nite
prex w where timed actions occur, and an innite remainder t
0
that consists
of events. This trace relates to an innite path t in G
P
, initialized from some
P
0
in the prime decomposition of P . The prex w corresponds to a path
(P
0
; w; P
i
). As the graph is nite, t
0
must contain at least one cycle which will
start at P
i
, and whose edges are labeled solely by events. 2
4.3 Algorithm Complexity
The overall complexity of the algorithm depends on its two parts: graph
construction and Zeno-cycle search. We will express it as a function of process
size, which will be determined by the sum of the number of all operator and
variable occurrences.
For a process of size n, the number of vertices in the completed graph is
at most n: in each recursive step we add at most one vertex, and the number
of steps corresponds to the number of operators and variable occurrences.
Clearly, we can then bound the number of edges by n
2
, even though a more
subtle analysis would probably yield a considerably smaller result. Even if we
consider the worst case, i.e. the complete graph on n vertices, the construction
will be quadratic in n.
In order to search a graph G
P
of process P for Zeno cycles, we will em-
ploy the depth-rst-search technique ([5]). Several searches of the graph will
be carried out, with initial vertices being all primes P
0
in the prime decom-
position of P . The running time of depth-rst search is linear in size of the
graph, expressed as the sum of number of vertices and edges, which is O(n
2
)
here. From these observations we can conclude that the total complexity of
the proposed algorithm, comprising both graph construction and Zeno-cycle
search, is O(n
2
).
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5 Adding Restriction
In this section, we will add the restriction operator PnF , where F is a nite
set of events, and modify the graph construction so that we can identify some
Zeno behavior as previously. The transition rule for restriction is described
below:
(Res)
P
e
 ! P
0
; e; e =2 F
PnF
e
 ! P
0
nF
In order to be able to use primes as before we will add this clause into
their denition:
Pr(PnE) = fPnEg [ Pr(P )
As we decompose a process into primes, we strip it o its restriction sets.
However, this information is necessary for the correct graph construction, and
so we are going to work with pairs (Q, F ), where Q is a prime of some initial
process P that occurs in the denition of P within restriction context F .
Given initial process P , we will start building the graph with (P; ;). The
construction is done recursively, by decomposing P into primes and moving
possible restrictions into the second component.
(i) Case (NIL; F )
The set of vertices is V = f(NIL; F )g, and there are no edges in the
graph induced by this vertex, i.e. E = ;.
(ii) Case (X;F )
The set of vertices is V = f(X;F )g, and there are no edges in the
graph induced by this vertex, i.e. E = ;.
(iii) Case (A : P; F )
Assuming that we already have computed the graph for (P; F ), we will
add to it the vertex (A : P; F ) with edges ((A : P; F ); A; (P
i
; F )), where
P
1
k : : :kP
k
is the prime decomposition of P .
(iv) Case (e:P; F )
Analogously to (iii), we will add to the graph dened by (P; F ) the
vertex (e:P; F ) with edges ((e:P; F ); e; (P
i
; F )), if e; e =2 F and P
1
k : : : kP
k
is the prime decomposition of P . If, however, either of e; e appears in F ,
we will remove the graph G
(P;F )
, and the new graph will only consist of
a vertex (e:P; F ), with the set of edges empty.
(v) Case (P +Q;F )
Assuming that we have computed G
(P;F )
and G
(Q;F )
, we will form their
union and include a new vertex P+Q. A new edge ((P+Q;F ); ; (P
0
; F
0
))
will be added, if there is an edge ((P
i
; F ); ; (P
0
; F
0
)) in G
P
, resp. G
Q
,
for P
i
in the prime decomposition of P , resp. Q. All these primes and
their outgoing edges are then deleted, under the condition that there are
no edges entering them.
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(vi) Case (PkQ;F )
The graph for the pair (PkQ;F ) is taken to be a union of G
(P;F )
and
G
(Q;F )
; no new vertices or edges are added.
(vii) Case (recX: P; F )
Assuming that we have constructed G
(P;F )
, the graph for (P; F ), we
carry out the following two-step construction:
(a) we construct an intermediate graph G
1
by adding ((X;F ); ; (P
0
; F
0
))
whenever there was an edge ((P
i
; F
i
); ; (P
0
; F
0
)) in G
(P;F )
, for P
i
in
prime decomposition of P and F  F
i
; all such primes and their
outgoing edges are then deleted, unless they can be reached from
another vertex;
(b) we then substitute recX:P for all free occurrences of X in the vertices
of G
1
, to obtain G
(recX:P;F )
.
(viii) Case (PnE; F )
Having constructed the graph for (P;E [ F ), we will add to it the
vertex (PnE; F ) and edges ((PnE; F ); ; (P
0
; F
0
)), if there is an edge
((P
i
; E [ F ); ; (P
0
; F
0
)) in G
(P;E[F )
, for a process P
i
from the prime
decomposition of P . All such primes and edges leaving them are then
deleted, unless there are edges entering them.
Before we illustrate the graph construction on an example, we want to point
out a couple of properties of the graph. Firstly, there may be an edge
((P
0
; F
0
); ; (P
00
; F
00
)) only if ;  =2 F
0
, and every edge ((P
i
; F
i
); ; (P
j
; F
j
)) is
such that F
i
 F
j
, which validates the following observation.
Proposition 5.1 If ((P
1
; F
1
); 
1
; (P
2
; F
2
)), . . . , ((P
k
; F
k
); 
k
; ((P
k+1
; F
k+1
))
is a path, then F
1
 F
2
 : : :  F
k
 F
k+1
, and 
i
; 
i
=2 F
i
.
We will always initialize the construction with F = ;. We will explain the
algorithm on a process P dened as P
df
= recX: (e:Xkf:X)nfeg. The cor-
responding LTS and the constructed graph representation are presented in
Figure 3. For conciseness we will write Q for (e:Xkf:X)nfeg. The algorithm
is initialized with the pair (recX: (e:Xkf:X)nfeg; ;). Then we decompose the
process according to the current top-level operator, and nally, after having
reached the base case, we go back up, constructing the graph along the way.
(i) We call the algorithm with ((e:Xkf:X)nfeg; ;).
(ii) We make a recursive call to (e:Xkf:X; feg).
(iii) We make two procedure calls for (e:X; feg) and (f:X; feg).
(iv) From (e:X; feg) we call (X; feg); likewise for (f:X; feg).
(v) The base case (X; feg) returns the graph with vertex set V = f(X; feg)g
and edge set E = ;, to both calls.
(iv) For (e:X; feg), the call returns graph with V = f(e:X; feg)g and E = ;;
for (f:X; feg), V = f(f:X; feg); (X; feg)g, E = f((f:X; feg); f; (X; feg))g.
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(iii) The graph of (e:Xkf:X; feg) is a union of the already constructed graphs:
V = f(e:X; feg); (f:X; feg); (X; feg)g and E = f((f:X; feg); f; (X; feg))g.
(ii) We add ((e:Xkf:X)nfeg; feg) and (((e:Xkf:X)nfeg; feg)f; (X; feg)), and
remove vertices (e:X; feg), (f:X; feg) and edge ((f:X; feg); f; (X; feg));
Therefore, this step yields V = f((e:Xkf:X)nfeg; feg); (X; feg)g, and
E = f(((e:Xkf:X)nfeg; feg); f; (X; feg))g.
(i) First, we add edge ((X; feg); f; (X; feg)) and remove ((e:Xkf:X)nfeg; feg)
together with edge (((e:Xkf:X)nfeg; feg); f; (X; feg)). Then we carry
out substitution, to obtain the nal result V = f(recX: Q; feg)g and
E = f((recX: Q; feg); f; (recX: Q; feg))g.
recX: Q
f

(recX: Q; feg)
f

[e:recX: QkrecX: Q]nfeg
f

[e:recX: Qk[e:recX: QkrecX: Q]nfeg]nfeg

Fig. 3. Labeled transition system and nite graph of process P
The resulting graph contains an f loop from and to the initial state, therefore
it will be discovered by DFS. It can be easily observed that this loop indeed
corresponds to an innite Zeno trace of the process P .
5.1 Algorithm Correctness and Complexity
For a given process P , we perform a depth-rst search on the graph G con-
structed for (P; ;). The initial vertices for Zeno cycle search will be all pairs
(P
0
; ;), for all P
0
in the prime decomposition of P . The search will nd correct
results, that is every Zeno cycle discovered in the graph actually represents a
Zeno trace. The following lemma is crucial in proving correctness.
Lemma 5.2 For a process P , P
0
in the prime decomposition of P and P
i
, P
j
in Pr(P ), if the graph G
(P;F )
contains a path ((P
0
; F
0
); w; (P
i
; F
i
)) and edge
((P
i
; F
i
); ; (P
j
; F
j
)), then the following conditions are satised:
(a) P
w
 ! (: : : (P
i
kQ
k
)nE
k
)kQ
k 1
)nE
k 1
) : : : kQ
1
)nE
1
,
(b) P
i

 !
P
(((P
j
kQ
k+2
)nE
k+2
)kQ
k+1
)nE
k+1
,
(c) E
1
; : : : ; E
k
 F
i
, E
k+1
 F
j
,
where Q
1
; : : : ; Q
k+2
; are (possibly empty) processes, and E
1
; : : : ; E
k+2
are (pos-
sibly empty) restriction sets.
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Proof. We will prove the statement of the lemma by structural induction.
(i) Case (NIL; F )
This is trivially true.
(ii) Case (X;F )
This is trivially true.
(iii) Case (A : P; F )
Every new path in G
(A:P;F )
is ((A : P; F ); Aw; (P
i
; F
i
)) such that in
G
(P;F )
, we have a corresponding path ((P
0
; F ); w; (P
i
; F
i
)), with P
0
in the
prime decomposition of P . By induction hypothesis for (P; F ), there is a
derivation P
w
 ! (: : : (P
i
kQ
k
)nE
k
)kQ
k 1
)nE
k 1
) : : : kQ
1
)nE
1
that can be
extended to A : P
A
 ! P
w
 ! (: : : (P
i
kQ
k
)nE
k
)kQ
k 1
)nE
k 1
) : : : kQ
1
)nE
1
.
The other items are straightforward.
(iv) Case (e:P; F )
We assume that e; e =2 F . Then every new path is ((e:P; F ); ew; (P
i
; F
i
))
and in G
(P;F )
, we have a corresponding path ((P
0
; F ); w; (P
i
; F
i
)), with
P
0
in the prime decomposition of P . By induction hypothesis for (P; F ),
there is a derivation P
w
 ! (: : : (P
i
kQ
k
)nE
k
)kQ
k 1
)nE
k 1
) : : : kQ
1
)nE
1
,
extendible to e:P
e
 ! P
w
 ! (: : : (P
i
kQ
k
)nE
k
)kQ
k 1
)nE
k 1
) : : : kQ
1
)nE
1
.
The other items are straightforward.
If, on the other hand, e or e appear in F , the constructed graph only
contains the vertex e:P , and no edges, and so the statements are satised
trivially.
(v) Case (P +Q;F )
Every path w from P +Q to some P
i
in the new graph can be traced
back to a path ((P
0
; F ); w; (P
i
; F
i
)) either in G
(P;F )
, or in G
(Q;F )
, where
P
0
is in prime decomposition of P , or Q. In the former case, there is
a derivation P
w
 ! (: : : (P
i
kQ
k
)nE
k
) : : : kQ
1
)nE
1
which can be extended
into P +Q
w
 ! (: : : (P
i
kQ
k
)nE
k
) : : : kQ
1
)nE
1
, and the same holds for Q.
Conditions (b), and (c) are again trivially satised.
(vi) Case (PkQ;F )
The new graph is the union of G
(P;F )
and G
(Q;F )
. Every new path
((P
0
; F ); w; (P
i
; F
i
)) from some P
0
in the prime decomposition of P gen-
erates a derivation P
w
 ! (: : : (P
i
kQ
k
)nE
k
) : : : kQ
1
)nE
1
which can be ex-
tended to PkQ
w
 ! (: : : (P
i
kQ
k
)nE
k
) : : : kQ
1
)nE
1
)kQ)nE, where E = ;.
We would argue for paths in G
Q
similarly. For the additional edges we
can use the induction hypothesis. The invariant remains trivially valid.
(vii) Case (recX:P; F )
We consider path ((recX:P; F ); w; (P
i
; F
i
)) and edge ((P
i
; F
i
); ; (P
j
; F
j
))
in G
(recX:P;F )
. Firstly, we assume that w does not visit recX:P again,
which is a straightforward case proved analogously to Case (v) using
substitution and semantic rule for recursion. Next we consider the pos-
sibility of P
i
= recX:P . The path and edge can be related back to
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((P
0
; F
0
); w; (X;F
i
)), and ((P
00
; F
00
); ; (P
0
j
; F
j
)) in G
P
, where both P
0
,
P
00
appear in the prime decomposition of P and P
j
= P
0
j
[recX:P=X],
and F  F
0
, F  F
00
. Hence induction hypothesis, substitution and
recursion rule may be used to presume existence of two derivations:
(a) recX:P
w
 ! (: : : (recX:PkQ
k
)nE
k
) : : : kQ
1
)nE
1
,
(b) recX:P

 ! ((P
j
kQ
k+2
)nE
k+2
)kQ
k+1
)nE
k+1
,
whereQ
i
are obtained by substitution of recX:P for freeX, and E
1
; : : : ; E
k
 F
i
. Since ;  =2 F
i
, we can compose the two to obtain a derivation w
from recX:P to (: : : (P
j
kQ
k+2
)nE
k+2
) : : : )kQ
k
)nE
k
) : : : )nE
1
.
This principle of combining two derivations will be used for an arbitrary
path w. We will consider segments w = w
1
: : : w
m
that begin and end
with recX:P , with the exception of w
m
. Then we have derivations for
each segment beginning and ending with recX:P can be composed to
form the desired sequence.
(viii) Case (PnE; F )
A new path ((PnE; F ); w; (P
i
; F
i
)) can be traced back to ((P
0
; E [
F ); w; (P
i
; F
i
)) in the graph G
(P;E[F )
, for which the induction hypothesis
yields a derivation P
w
 ! (: : : (P
i
kQ
k
)nE
k
) : : : kQ
1
)nE
1
such that labels
in w or their complements are not in E [ F . Therefore we can carry out
PnE
w
 ! (: : : (P
i
kQ
k
)nE
k
) : : : kQ
1
)nE
0
1
, E
0
1
= E
1
[ E. Every other edge
((P
i
; F
i
); ; (P
j
; F
j
)) is preserved. As for (c), since all of E
i
and E [ F
are within F
i
, also E
0
1
and the rest lie within F
i
.
2
Now follows the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 5.3 For every process P , if there is a reachable Zeno cycle in G
(P;;)
,
then the labeled transition system for P contains a Zeno trace.
Proof. We assume to have a path ((P
0
; ;); w; (P
1
; F
1
)) and a Zeno cycle
((P
1
; F
1
); e
1
; (P
2
; F
2
)),. . . ,((P
k
; F
k
); e
k
; (P
1
; F
1
)) inG
(P;;)
. Then there is a deriva-
tion P
w
 ! (: : : (P
1
kQ
k
)nE
k
) : : :kQ
1
)nE
1
which can be extended into an in-
nite trace w(e
1
: : : e
k
)
1
by adding individual transitions labeled by the events
alongside the cycle. There may possibly occur only nitely many timed actions
within the prex w. 2
The overall complexity of this procedure can be estimated as in Subsection
4.3. If we now include the size of restriction sets in the size of an input process
P , then we can again limit the time complexity of graph construction by n,
the size of P , as each recursive step adds at most one vertex and there may
only be n steps.
If we use the worst case scenario and assume our graph to be complete,
then as before, the Zeno-cycle search will be performed in O(n
2
), which limits
the total complexity.
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6 Conclusion
The method presented in this paper enables us to identify some cases of Zeno
processes, by constructing a nite representation for a limited subclass of
ACSR processes that preserves Zeno property. The algorithm creates a nite
graph out of a syntactic denition of a process and then searches for Zeno
cycles within the graph. If such a cycle is found then the given process can
engage in Zeno behavior.
The condition so far only works one way. We would like to extend it to an
i characterization by showing that every Zeno trace a process can perform
manifest itself in the respective graph. We believe that this will certainly hold
for the class of processes specied in Section 3. However, it seems that when
synchronization together with restriction (hiding) on events is present, it may
no longer be possible to obtain an i condition.
Another issue is synchronization of timed actions, that is one of the main
features of ACSR. It seems that a straightforward application of the graph
construction is not feasible, the problem being that whenever timed action
synchronization is performed, all processes within a parallel composition must
carry out a timed action. However, we may have derivations with ever growing
number of parallel components, and clearly this may not be captured within
the nite graph. Since timed actions are not of much interest in the Zeno
property, we have chosen to ignore the synchronization mechanism, however
this will be a topic of future interest. Other possible themes of future work
might be to examine if a similar method may work for other enriched classes
of processes, such as parametric processes or process algebras with dense time.
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